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When I first started my Naturopathic Practice I had so much fear. I lacked
self-confidence and I was afraid that I didn't know enough to help people, I
was afraid of charging for my services, I didn't feel ready and I didn't feel
good enough. I didn't have any mentors at that time and so I was learning it
all on my own and failing my way forward over time.  

In this guide I am going to share with you everything that I wish someone
had told me when I began my practice. These are the steps that helped me
to create an incredible, thriving naturopathic and coaching practice that I
adore! 

My practice now involves coaching other holistic practitioners to create the
business of their dreams, to move forward with fierce courage and be
visible in the world, to attract their ideal clients with ease and JOY. If you
feel you'd like some mentorship and guidance as you build a business and
life that nourishes your soul and allows you to serve the people you were
born to serve, reach out to me anytime, I would love to support you! 

Whether you've been struggling to get clients and pay the bills or you've
been struggling with the fear of putting yourself out there in the world, this
will offer the guidance to support you on your path. 

We are so needed in the world and I want to see you stepping into your
worth, doing exactly what lights you up and not struggling financially ever
again.

I've created a very special program for inspired Health Coaches and Holistic
Practitioners who are ready to take their business to a whole new level. The
group program involves intensive mentorship by me...an experienced
Naturopathic Doctor, Women's Empowerment and Success coach, to give
you both the business support and professional support.

You can find all the details on my website by visiting the link below.
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10 Secrets to a Thriving Health
Coaching Business

Be Visible
Put yourself out there in every possible way you can. NOT
just online! Many of your most wonderful clients will come
from your own community. Attend Networking groups. Join
the Chamber of Commerce in your area. Offer workshops
and host groups for the community, both in your area and
online.  Host teleseminars and webinars on topics that inspire
and light you up and that will serve and support your ideal
clients. 

Don't be afraid to give LOTS of value to people, nothing
substitutes working with you one-on-one. Giving value
shows you care, allows you to demonstrate your knowledge
and expertise and positions you as a trustworthy expert in
your field.  

Be a presence in your community. Develop and nurture
relationships with other entrepreneurs and business owners.
Show your community who you are. Share your inspired
story and passion with them so that they really get to know
you and what you stand for.

http://www.radicalnourishment.ca/group-program
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Start Now
You can only steer a car when it's in motion....you learn as
you go and the key is simply to get going! If your business
isn't thriving the way you hoped it would or if you haven't
even gotten started yet but you've got the training and skills,
it's time to go all in and start living your dream and working
with the clients who have been waiting for you! 

When I first began my practice, even though I had worked for
several years as a Registered Nurse before starting
Naturopathic school, I was SO nervous! I learned so much in
school that I forgot that what I knew then was different from
what I used to know. Before I began school I had no idea what
quinoa was, I had no idea about herbs or homeopathics,
holistic nutrition, Traditional Chinese Medicine or the
energetics of disease, but after being so immersed in it I began
to think that EVERYONE knew what I knew. As I began
working with clients I realized that wasn't even close to true. 

The truth is that even if you're only one step ahead of your
clients you can help them in huge ways. Most of the clients I
saw didn't even have the most basic understanding of
nutrition and the small suggestions that I made to them
changed their lives in BIG ways. No matter how ready you
feel, you can do this - you don't have to know everything in
the world to be worthy of sharing what you do know - you
only need a willing heart and some courage.
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Release Negativity
I know it sounds so simple, but it's just true. Thoughts
become things and you get what you focus on. If every day
you are worrying that there are no clients for you, that
building up your practice is going to be a struggle, that you
can't earn abundantly or that you can't make a difference -
that is what you are creating. 

When you are dwelling in negative self-talk or fear there is no
space for inspiration and no energy to manifest your dreams.
If this is a block for you, get the support of a mentor and do
the work to clear and heal negative and limiting beliefs for
good. This is a foundational part of being a successful
entrepreneur and I've included it in my group program for
that very reason - people will sabotage their own success over
and over again when they don't truly feel worthy of it.

Being an entrepreneur is hard work and yet it's the most
amazing job in the entire world. I wake up every single day
absolutely LIT up about my work. I create my own schedule, I
work exclusively with clients that I love, I travel with my
family more than ever and all of this is possible for you too! 

This is the time to stand in your power, to be unavailable to
negative thoughts, to feel the fear and make the choice to
move forward anyways. You have the ability to create the
practice and life you have always dreamed of, and the only
thing in the world that can stop you - is you.
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Know Your Ideal Client

One of the greatest joys of being an entrepreneur is being able
to work with the clients you love working with, the ones you
feel called to serve and those who are grateful for your
support. 

When you know exactly who your ideal client is, business
becomes so much easier and more joyful too. Decisions like
how to design your website and brand as well as what packages
to offer and what headlines and subject lines to use in your
emails and marketing become effortless and fun! 

By studying and really understanding your ideal client, you
will save time and money! If you're not sure exactly who
your ideal client is, start by looking within. Look at your
desires, your passions and life experiences and think about
how they connect with the clients you want to work with. 

When I first began to target my marketing I was afraid to leave
people out. The truth is, we're trained to serve everyone and
we could help most people, but not every type of client will
actually light us up and make us feel inspired to go to work
every day.  

If you try to design and market your services for all different
types of people you’ll be watering it down. People want to
know you understand them and their specific situation, when
they read your marketing copy they should feel as if you were
speaking directly to them. Speak to ONE and you will attract
many.
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Don't Discount Yourself

If you're just starting your business or if you're struggling with
money or abundance in any way you may feel that you need
to discount your services in order to get new clients. This is
not true. Never discount yourself. 

Yes, you may want to see some clients for free when you are
practicing and preparing to start your practice. It's an
awesome experience and it creates the opportunity for some
great testimonials too. Yes, you may want to offer some
introductory rates if you are just getting started but I would
strongly advise against "discounting".  

Discounting myself and my services is one of the biggest
mistakes I made in my first year of practice. At the end of my
first year when my accountant was reviewing my books he
called me to tell me that I actually gave away more in
discounts than the amount I had earned! The reason I was
giving discounts was because I was afraid. I didn't think people
would want to pay my full price, I didn't think they could
afford to AND I didn't think that I was worthy of it. None of
that was true and it was a really big healing lesson for me to
start charging my worth. When I raised my prices and
actually started charging what I was worth, I got busier than
ever! 

If you feel you need to discount the rates you have for your
programs or packages, consider instead what BONUS value
you could offer. It's always better to add than to take away.
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Don't Compare Yourself

Comparing yourself to others in your field is one of the main
ways to keep yourself stuck and to hold yourself back from
putting yourself out there and being visible. 

While it is valuable to be aware of what others in your field are
doing, don't dwell on it and don't try to copy them. It's
important that you look within and create material based on
what you feel passionate about. When you create from
inspiration vs. competition, what you come up with reflects
who you truly are and allows you to communicate your
unique message in an authentic way.  

If any of your energy is going towards comparing yourself to
others, call that energy back and focus it on getting inspired.
Connect to your own spirit in order to gain clarity on the best
next steps for you to take in your business. 

The success you see in others is a reflection of what is
possible for you. There is no competition, because no one in
the world can do what you do, in the unique way that you do
it. There are more than enough clients for everyone and there
is unlimited abundance available to you in the universe.  

Sometimes when you compare yourself to others too much it
can spiral you into a 'who am I' energy where you feel not
good enough - and sometimes it can inspire you and propel
you forward in beautiful ways - you have a choice. Be
inspired. Look within. Create what you are lit up about
creating and know that your clients are waiting just for you. 
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Surround Yourself

Surround yourself by like-hearted, positive people! This was
absolutely fundamental to my success.  Jim Rohn said "you
are the average of the five people you spend the most time
with". This is so powerful. Look at the five people you are
around the most - does it depress you or excite you to think
that you are the average of them? I hope it excites you!  It
didn't always excite me. 

I stepped away from some really negative and heavy feeling
friendships to change this for myself. Today, I look at the five
people I spend the most time with and it blows me away! 
You deserve to be surrounded by people who uplift and
inspire you, people who believe in you and support you,
people who are following their dreams. If you're not
surrounded by these types of people, you have the power to
change that.  

Specifically connecting with another entrepreneur who is in a
similar field and doing what they love is very important.
When you are starting and growing your business it is
incredibly powerful to have someone you can receive support
from and share authentically with, as you begin to share your
gifts with the world and become more visible.  

Start seeking out and building relationships with people who
inspire you and who you feel you can be your true self with,
people who are positive and are actively working on doing big
things in the world - it will propel you forward in ways you
never could have imagined. 
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Fill Your Spirit

Make sure that you take time to fill your own spirit. Nourish
yourself well, take time to exercise and spend time in nature.
When you are full, you overflow and you raise your vibration.
This attracts your ideal clients energetically and that is
powerful!

Being an entrepreneur is hard work, but it doesn't have to be
draining in any way. My work energizes me so much and
because of that I used to work around the clock and almost
never take time out for me. Part of the benefit of running our
own businesses is that we get to create our own schedule and
plan for work-life balance so that we are creating
opportunities to receive in proportion to all that we give. 

Do what lights you up. Take a stand for your spirit and for
your physical health and wellness. Go for regular healing
treatments like massage or Reiki, especially if you are working
one-on-one with clients regularly. In order to give and to stay
open to the flow of inspiration and creativity, you must
nourish your own body, mind and spirit. .  

Acknowledge and celebrate yourself DAILY. This is another
factor that raises your vibration and positively changes the
energy you are putting out into the world. Celebrate the big
things, celebrate the little things. When you take time to
honour yourself and give gratitude, you radiate at a higher
frequency and you support your clients more in this way. 
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Open to Abundance

Healing and transforming my money story was one of the
most powerful things I did to uplevel my business and create
abundance. Raising your wealth consciousness isn't
something they teach in school, but it should be! 

I went from being over 100,000 dollars in debt and feeling
that all of my dreams were out of reach, to healing my money
story, working with a high level coach and absolutely
transforming my life and business in a short period of time. 

Today, I live the life of my dreams every single day. I have the
mindset of abundance and abundance flows to me and
through me with ease and such joy. I do the work that I
absolutely love, the work that I was born to do and I work with
clients that light up my soul! This is possible for you too! 

Everything you see that has been created...every successful
entrepreneur, every thriving business, every piece of artwork,
every brilliant book...began with a single thought. Your
thoughts can change you and they can change the whole
world. 

If you have been struggling with money and you're ready to
change that, start reading wealth consciousness books every
single day. It's impossible to be stuck in a low vibration when
reading those books. Create affirmations and as you read
them aloud feel the energy of them, give gratitude knowing
they are in the process of manifesting as you speak.
Sometimes you have to believe it, before you will see it.
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Be Consistent

So often I see entrepreneurs come up with a really amazing
and inspired offering, they announce it to the world and then
they...wait.  They wait, they worry, they wonder, they wish that
someone would respond! 

One of the main keys to success as an entrepreneur is
consistency. It's not enough to have one great idea and put it
out there once or twice, you need to create and move forward
with a continual flow of ideas and inspirations and consistently
put them out there to the world.  

Taking consistent inspired action is a vital and mandatory
part of facilitating change.  

In the book Leveraging the Universe Mike Dooley says, "Do all
you can, with what you have, from where you are". This is not
a call to work harder, or longer...it's a call to work smarter and
let yourself be led by your inspiration. Every inspired action,
Mike says, is "a pitch to the universe". So often people pitch
one or two balls and then they sit there and say "how long is it
going to take?" or ask "what am I doing wrong?". Keep
following your inspiration and the universe will take care of
the home runs. 

You don't have to worry about being in the right place at the
right time, the Universe will take care of that, you just focus on
consistently getting out there and showing up. 

Persistence is key...don't give up before the miracle.  



NEXT GROUP PROGRAM BEGINS MAY 11, 2015

Learn how to build a thriving holistic coaching business 

Attract your ideal clients with joy and ease 

Create the financial freedom that you desire

Radically nourish your body and mind
Create divine work-life balance 

Live the life of your dreams and stop playing small

HEALTH-RELATED BONUS CONTENT

Understand the energetic root cases of disease based on
Traditional Chinese Medicine

Be able to support your clients in identifying specific
emotional links to health 

Receive special weekly support - spend additional focused
group time with Celeste and receive her Naturopathic

expertise, insights and feedback on any of your client cases!

http://www.radicalnourishment.ca/group-program
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